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“With Matterport, I improved my listing appointment
conversion from 60% to 95% and reduced days on
market by 56%”
- GINA HOWARTH, RE/MAX
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Appeal to the growing Millennial audience
Millennials aged 35 and younger make up 50% of today’s home buying audience.1 Most are
first time home buyers, and their impact on the real estate market keeps growing.2 The best
way to reach this key niche is with a strong online presence and viral 3D content. They are
accustomed to using technology and comfortable doing research online before they start
working with an agent. They are highly influenced by the variety and quality of the visuals of a
property online. You can expect they will demand both from any agent they select.

1

ProTip:

“My sales team has been delighted
with the public’s response to
Matterport’s 3D Showcase. Our
agents have won listings away from
the competition.”

Appeal to the growing
Millennial audience

Create dynamic, cuttingedge viral content - such
as 3D walkthroughs with
embedded audio and video
- which you can easily share
on popular online hubs
like Facebook, YouTube,
Instagram, and LinkedIn.

- PHILIP WEINGROW, Alain Pinel
1. https://www.zillow.com/research/zillow-group-report-2016-13279/#homeowner
2. Zillow.com
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Build buzz for open houses by giving online
shoppers a cutting-edge, realistic 3D
walkthrough of your listing
Millennials aren’t the only people viewing
homes online – 76% of home shoppers
will drive by to see a home if the online
photographs are compelling enough
and 64% will stop in to explore.3 Add
3D photography and technology to your
traditional 2D offerings and you are
guaranteed to build more buzz around
your open houses with people who
are truly interested in the property. 3D
photos are great tools to help potential
buyers to visualize objects, spaces and
the environment. Adding a 3D floor plan
enables agents to give prospective buyers
an even more dynamic and detailed way of
engaging with the property. This is the best
way to get people excited about a home
before they visit in person.

2
Build buzz for open houses
with realistic 3D walkthroughs

ProTip:
Add 3D visuals and blueprints to your
traditional 2D photos to immerse
potential buyers in realistic details of a
space and help them visualize and plan
their move.

“Not only has [Matterport]
helped elevate me above
competing agents in listing
appointments, it has allowed
me to get clients more
money for their homes. I
am able to give a higher
number of potential buyers
realistic access to the home,
ultimately bringing sellers
more offers and higher
prices for their home than
they would get without
the extensive reach of the
Matterport 3D home tour.”
- MICHAEL WOODLEY, Luxe Platinum Properties

3. https://matterport.com/blog/2017/09/28/win-more-real-estate-listings-2d-3d-photography/
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Show more houses to sell more houses
This suggestion sounds simple, but the
reality is we’re constrained by time and
space. By integrating guided virtual tours
to in-person home tours, you free yourself
from the restrictive traditional Sunday Open
House. Buyers are busy. They may also be
trying to buy a home in a remote location.
And we already ascertained they are starting
their search online. It’s no surprise that
properties featured with virtual tours get
95% more phone inquiries, 65% more email
inquiries and 49% more qualified leads.

Properties featured with
Matterport 3D walkthroughs get

95
%
more phone inquiries,
65
%
more email inquiries and
49
%
more qualified leads.
ProTip:
Incorporate 3D virtual tours with the
2D and 3D photography you’re already
producing with Matterport for a simple,
cost-effective way of freeing yourself
to show more details of more houses –
with less time expenditure.

3

“We’ve had our Matterport for less than 3
months. In that time I’ve used it for 17 spaces
(homes). Of those 17 spaces, we have sold 8! That’s a closing
rate of 47%! Sellers, potential buyers and agents all love it!
Thanks Matterport!”

Show more houses to
sell more houses
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Offer smooth, best-in-class 2D, 3D and
virtual reality experiences

Prospective buyers need a simple navigation
option for viewing images online. Even
if you are using 3D photography, if you
aren’t applying the latest technology, your
investment could be wasted if the visuals are
too difficult to discern. With Matterport, you
can offer your clients a property experience in
every dimension smoothly and seamlessly.

4
Offer smooth, best-in-class 2D,
3D and virtual reality experiences
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With Matterport, you can offer clients
traditional 2D floor plans with measurements
to help them plan their move, cutting-edge 3D
walkthroughs which allows them to visualize
how each room fits together, and immersive
virtual reality which gives them the true
sense of being there. And - virtual reality is
easier than ever to navigate with Matterport’s
proprietary Floor Plan Navigation. Now, VR
users can jump from point to point using our
floor plan view, giving them the freedom to
explore in VR more easily.

“Consumers get more
discerning about their
choices and sellers want to
present their properties in
the best light possible. Open
houses are only a couple
of hours a week, but when
you have Matterport virtual
reality, we can be open 24
hours a day, 7 days a week,
365 days a year.”
- Gregg Lynn, Sotheby’s International Realty

ProTip:
Update to the latest version of the Matterport VR app for iOS, Android and GearVR.
You’ll get Floor Plan Navigation for all Matterport VR Spaces and a prompt to update any
previously downloaded VR Space. Any new VR Spaces will automatically include a floor
plan. Learn how to incorporate the new Floor Plan Navigation here.
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Personalize each client experience

“We’ve sold listings
sight-unseen with
Matterport.”
- Michael Smith,
Berkshire Hathaway Home Services

Every prospective buyer is a segment of one. Personalization is the norm, with just about every
selling platform serving up offerings consumers may like based on their other preferences.
Even the highest quality visuals and virtual tours can’t make someone feel like your most
valued client. But Mattertag™ Posts can. Mattertag™ Posts combine the immersive experience
of visiting a 3D Space with the incorporation of the multimedia formats that make up the
modern web. They give you the power to offer unique details and recommendations inside a
space or neighborhood, tailored for the client. You can draw buyer’s attention to details using
audio narration – as if you were standing next to them in the room.

5
Personalize
each client experience
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ProTip:
Use Mattertag™ Posts to build a wide variety of content inside a Matterport model,
including images, audio, videos, documents, Google Maps / Street View, slide
presentations, polls, other Matterport model, and even embedded product pages from
sites like Amazon.
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Maximize your reach and attract remote
Building a comprehensive marketing package for a single property traditionally has been an
incredibly time-consuming endeavor. By employing an all-in-one photography and media
solution, you can create a complete marketing package with a single shoot. You’ll spend less
time putting the package together, share it to all of the most important platforms with a single
effort, and provide greater variety in the marketing experience. Ultimately, you save money by
improving your operations and by improving your marketing outreach – and you do it faster
than ever before.

ProTip:
In as little as two hours, a single Matterport scan can generate high-definition 2D
photography (up to 36MP), media-rich 3D walkthroughs, black-and-white floor plans,
video-like guided tours and immersive virtual reality experiences, all of which are
available for downloading, sharing on social media, and viewing on a mobile-friendly
platform. With Matterport Spaces, you can utilize all the technology we included above
and easily share the home with your buyers from their phone, tablets or computers.

6

“Many of our clients who are relocating begin their 		
home search from overseas, and our Matterport
3D tours create a high level of confidence for these
remote buyers. The home tours are so realistic that we have
sold multiple homes sight-unseen. Having this technology
in-house really sets us apart from our competition.”

Maximize your reach
and attract remote buyers

- Addie Hall, DY&C
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Help buyers and sellers find you
on Facebook
Top-producing real estate agents and brokerages use Facebook to grow their network,
build buzz for open houses, and win more listings. Facebook provides the most inexpensive
targeting options to reach the audiences you think would be most interested in the home.
The opportunities are endless with campaigns that can pull from your current network, create
lookalike audiences to reach more people, charge you only based on conversions and more. By
using teaser videos, GIFs, and 360 panoramic shots from Matterport, you can drive additional
engagement by providing stunning, cutting-edge visuals which are proven to wow buyers and
sellers alike.

1

3D Dollhouse Views

2

360° Snapshots

3

Teaser Videos or GIFs

7
“On Facebook, my cost per click is down to .07/click when it was
.18-.22 because of the GIF teaser videos from Matterport.”
- Jason Miller, RE/MAX

Help buyers and sellers
find you on Facebook
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ProTip:
Create a business page and targeted paid campaign to close more deals and attract
more new clients. Learn about how to get started with Facebook today using our
comprehensive ebook.
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Use YouTube to attract more clients and
get more referrals
You know that social media channels can expand your audience. Did you know that YouTube
ranks second (behind Google) as a search engine? More than 400 hours of video content are
uploaded to YouTube every minute and more than a billion hours of content are consumed on
the platform every single day.

8
ProTip:
If you aren’t already, start to use YouTube. You’ll tap into a vast audience of online video
consumers with incredible 3D images and experiential videos that you can position with
some simple SEO and cross-marketing.

Use YouTube to attract more
clients and get more referrals

Download our free ebook to learn how to use YouTube to win more listings.

4. Statista, March 2017
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Nurture relationships online and with
email marketing
Even if you have provided all the information and the best visuals possible, some buyers
may still be hesitant to make an offer. Instead of letting prospects fall through the cracks or
spending countless hours following up, use retargeting and email marketing. While the buyers
are working toward their decision, you can deliver helpful information on the house they
viewed or on additional houses that might appeal.

Pick the right
visuals to impress
your database
Snapshot of Exterior

Snapshot of Kitchen

Snapshot of Living Room

Snapshot of Bedroom

Snapshot of Backyard

Teaser GIF

3D Dollhouse

Schematic Floor Plan

8
ProTip:

Nurture relationships online
and with email marketing

Use Facebook or Google for retargeting ads. By installing a pixel in your website, your ad
will be delivered to either a Google or Facebook user who has visited your website.5 With
Matterport, you can also include GIFs in your emails to drive additional engagement. To
learn more about email marketing, download our ebook here.
5. https://marketingland.com/facebook-extends-retargeted-ads-real-estate-listings-221226
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Top agents use Matterport as their listing presentation closer to wow their seller leads and win
that listing. Want to give it a try? Use the free Matterport 3D Showcase for iOS app on iPad or
iPhone in your next listing presentation, and wow your prospective seller with one of our demo
walkthroughs. To get started, download our free listing presentation guide today >> How to win
your next listing with Matterport.

“ With Matterport, I improved my listing
appointment conversion from 65% to 95% and
reduced days on market by 56%.”
- G. Howarth, RE/MAX FIRST CHOICE

“ We haven’t lost a single listing since we began
using Matterport in our listing presentation.”

How to Win Your Next
Listing with Matterport with
Absolutely No Commitment
22
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- M. McKenna, Keller Williams

Was this helpful? Visit matterport.com/resources for more ways to build your business
or email resources@matterport.com.

DOWNLOAD

+44 (0) 20 3874 7580

our Listing Presentation Guide to win a listing with Matterport.
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Two Ways to Get Your
Listings in 3D and VR
Tap into the Matterport
Service Provider Network,
to have it done for you.
Click to Get Quote from
Service Provider
OR

Learn how easy it is to
do it yourself, with the
3D camera
Click to Learn about
Matterport 3D Camera

“ Within minutes of unboxing it, we
were well on our way of capturing
our first 3D tour.”
– C.K. DeMasi

“ Wow! Thoroughly impressed on
how easy it is to use.”
– S. Pratt, Real Estate
Agent/Broker

“ The learning curve is short. The
camera is so sophisticated that
great scans and tours are easier
than one might expect. ... It is
a great selling feature for Real
Estate marketing of all kinds.
– E. Bachtle

Congratulations.

You are now ready to win more listings and
sell homes faster with Matterport
Win more listings by showing potential clients how you will
use 3D and VR to market their homes.
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ABOUT MATTERPORT
Matterport is an immersive media technology company that delivers an end-to-end system for
creating, modifying, distributing, and navigating immersive 3D and virtual reality (VR) versions of
real-world spaces on Web, mobile devices, and VR headsets. The Matterport Pro Camera and Cloud
Services make it quick and easy to turn real-world places into immersive virtual experiences.
Matterport’s unique 3D media solution revolutionizes the way businesses in various markets,
including real estate, travel and hospitality, architecture, engineering and construction, media
and entertainment, and other sectors, share the details of their properties. To date, over 700,000
properties have been captured, generating more than 250 million views across 80 countries.
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